
#

84

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6032 252 4.93 1.81 29 3/4 9 3/8 30.5 7.4 4.5 110" 21

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Zone Blocking, Competitive Toughness, Separation Quickness vs Zone Coverage, Hands

WORST

Y

In-Line TE in a Zone-run-heavy offense that utilizes Play Action and Slam Releases. Should 
be used to attack Zone Coverage in the Seam, short, and intermediate areas of the field. 
Should not be asked to block a higher quality athlete in pass protection.

2017-  Questionable weeks 15 & 16, with sore back (played); 2016 - N/A; 2015 - N/A; 
2013- In motorcycle accident in May where he slid 75-100 feet, but walked away 
unharmed

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3rd year TE who has started 13 of 36 games , while being heavily utilized in his 1st year under OC Rick
Dennison as a Y in a 3-pt stance and a blocker in 2 TE sets. Adequate height with a squared build and short,
burly arms. Marginal overall AA, possesses a combination of adequate balance, marginal quickness/COD, and
poor explosiveness. Creates separation vs Zone Coverage using his good Mental Processing ability to read the
coverage and adjust his route to attack the voids between defenders, particularly using Seam routes vs Cover 3
and Dig or Corner routes vs Cover 2, while also using a subtle push-off at the point of catch. Very good hands
and ability to adjust to throws outside of his frame, natural hands-catcher and displays the ability to track the
ball over his shoulder or box-out at the POC, while catching passes behind, above, down low, or towards the
back-shoulder. Shows good patience and vision with the ball in his hands, uses his down field blocks as
leverage to cut off incoming tacklers lowering his shoulder and tumbling forward once he’s met in a 1 on 1
situation. Good overall Zone/Space blocker; shows good ability to execute Reach Blocks displaying good punch
timing & hand placement at the POA putting his play-side hand outside of the defenders’ bicep as leverage to
roll his hips and seal off the defender. Good at working with the OT/TE on Combo blocks; displays good timing
to execute the block before climbing to the 2nd level using the proper angle to engage and wall-off his defender
in space. Plays with good competitive toughness; plays to the whistle and shows great effort by hustling to get
an additional block downfield or by showing the grit to sustain a block in Pass Pro vs defenders much bigger
and athletic than himself, even if beaten initially. Solid in Pass Protection; plays with solid set quickness to
maintain half-man leverage vs rushers and ruins the arc to the QB, while in Pass Pro and reacts well to stunts &
counters, while possessing a solid anchor, due to his solid overall play strength and knows when to drop his
hips. Slow Release out of a 3-pt stance going into a route and gets rerouted on the stem when faced with Jams
at the line by both DBs and LBs. Adequate separation quickness overall; lacks the speed acceleration, and
overall AA to separate vs even the slowest of LBs in Man coverage. Adequate after the catch; takes too long to
build any speed and doesn’t shows the ability to make a defender miss 1 on 1. Adequate Gap blocker; comes up
too slow and with a high pad level out of a 3-pt stance not generating enough power at the POA, while also
struggling to maintain his block, due to his short arms and subpar lower body strength. Struggles heavily to
engage quicker defenders in space and is usually left to try and get in the way of the defender and wall him off
for a brief second. Possesses adequate set quickness to intersect very athletic rushers from a 2- or 3-pt stance
when facing a speed rush. Overall, a backup Y- TE you can win with, who is a good blocker in a Zone Run
Scheme. Has very reliable hands and shows the ability to beat Zone Coverage by sitting between defenders in
the short and intermediate passing game. Doesn’t possess the AA or foot speed to create separation vs Man
Coverage and lacks the strength to be an effective Drive run blocker.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

36

Games Started

13

Games Won

Athletic Ability, Separation Quickness vs Man Coverage, Gap Blocking, YAC 

PROJECTION
Backup Y-TE you can win with, who is a good blocker in a Zone Run Scheme. Has very 
reliable hands and shows the ability to beat Zone Coverage by sitting between defenders in 
the short and intermediate passing game. Doesn’t possess the AA or foot speed to create 
separation vs Man Coverage and lacks the strength to be an effective Drive run blocker.

2017: vs NYJ 9/10, @CIN 10/8, vs TB 10/22, vs OAK 10/29, @NYJ 11/2

18

Winning %

50%

Positions Started

INJURIES

Career: 32 REC, 473 YDs, 2 TDs, 1 Fumble 2017: Career high in REC(22), Yards(322), and 
Touch Downs (2) / 30 targets, 1 drop, 73.3% completion percentage, 137 YAC(6.0 
average), 2 total penalties, 547 Total snaps; 1 sack, 1 QB Hit, and 1 Hurry in 48 snaps in 
Pass Pro
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE

DOB (Age)

8/31/92 (26)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Solis, Javi

TEAM


